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Part II of the sequel of 2 talks.  

Computation C/QC geometry was presented by Tony F. Chan 
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Tasks in Imaging, Graphics & Vision 

How computational Q.C. can help? 

These are related to Geometry! 



Quasi-conformal Geometry: A recap 
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QC map 

Generalization 

of C maps  
circle to ellipse Orientation preserving 

homeomorphism  



Quasi-conformal Geometry: A recap 

Conformal Quasi-conformal 

Existing theories are defined on continuous smooth surfaces!? 

One of our very First Goal: 

Give a discrete definition of QC geometry on triangulation meshes:  

well defined; analogous to continuous case 
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Discrete Analogue of Quasi-conformal 
 

 In practice, surfaces are represented discretely by triangulation meshes. 

 We need a discrete analogue of Quasi-conformal geometry (Lui,Gu,Yau et al.). 

 

 

 

Main theorem to define discrete Quasi-conformal mappings: 

KEY IDEA: 

Quasi-conformal map can be converted to 

conformal map under suitable “distorted” metric 



Discrete Analogue of Quasi-conformal 

Definition of Discrete Metric: 

Definition of Discrete Conformal Deformation: 



Discrete Analogue of Quasi-conformal 

Definition of Discrete Quasi-conformal Mapping: 

Discrete QC Map and Continuous QC Map: 

Continuous QC theories can be extended to discrete case! 



Computation of Discrete Quasi-conformal 

Discrete Quasi-Yamabe Flow Method 

STEP 1:  

Given the Beltrami differential, compute the associated auxiliary metric: 

STEP 2:  

Compute the conformal parameterization under the auxiliary metric via the 

Discrete Yamabe flow method: 

(Discrete Yamabe Flow) 

(Discrete Gaussian curvature) 



Computation of Discrete Quasi-conformal 

Convergency of discrete Quasi-Yamabe Flow Method 



Computation of Discrete Quasi-conformal 

Examples of Quasi-conformal parameterization 



Computation of Discrete Quasi-conformal 

Examples of Quasi-conformal parameterization 
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Beltrami representation of diffeomorphisms 

Coordinates functions 
representation 

Beltrami 
representation 

1-1 
correspondence 

),,( 321 ffff 

Constraints: 
-1-1; 
-Onto; 
-Jacobian >0 
-No linear structure 

1|| 

No other constraints 



Goal:  
Multiscale representation 
of diffeomorphisms. 

Applications: 
Storage; multiscale analysis of deformation pattern,...  

 
Algorithm: Fourier compression of Beltrami coefficients 
 
 
 
Other compressions such as wavelets may also be used. 

Advantages: 
Saves storage; Easy to preserve diffeomorphic property. 

Quasiconformal for Compression 



Example: Compression of a hippocampal registration 

Quasiconformal for Compression 



Example: Compression of a cortical surface registraion 

Quasiconformal for Compression 

Diffeomorphic property is preserved with just a few Fourier coefficients 
in each channel. 



Comparison with Compression of Coordinate Functions 

Quasiconformal for Compression 



Goal:  
Refine diffeomorphisms with  
coarse resolution. 

Applications: 
 Coarse to fine registration, multi-grid based registration, 
 compression; texture mapping,...  

 
Algorithm: Find a diffeomorphism with a Beltrami coefficient 
refined by cubic interpolation, keeping its value on the coarser grid. 

Advantages: 
Restore the finest diffeomorphism possible with the least amount of 
data. 

Quasiconformal for Refinement 



Example: Refinement of an artificial diffeomorphism 

Coarse Diffeomorphism 

Quasiconformal for Refinement 



Example: Refinement of an artificial diffeomorphism 

Coarse Beltrami 
Coefficient 

Refined Beltrami 
Coefficient by Cubic 

Interpolation 

Refined Diffeomorphism 

Quasiconformal for Refinement 



Example: Refinement of a coarse 3D texture mapping 

Original Coarse Texture Mapping Refined Texture Mapping 

Quasiconformal for Refinement 

Undesired artifact observed! 



Quasiconformal for 2D Shape Analysis 

Goal:  
Find a shape signature for 2D multiply-
connected objects with natural metric. 

Applications: 
Shape recognition, classification, 
Image searching: Find a shape from a 

large dataset of objects. 

 

Find the object 
which looks like 

the contour  



 

What is needed? 
 

 Shape Representation:  

 An effective representation of shapes and a reliable “shape 
fingerprint” that identifies an object. 

 Shape Analysis:  

 A stable shape index measuring the distance between two 

different fingerprints. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

What is needed? 
 

 Recent Shape Signatures:  

 Zhu et al.: medial axis and compare their skeletal graphs; 

 Liu et al.: shape axis trees  (locus of midpoints of optimally 
corresponding boundary points) 

 Mokhtarian: multi-scale, curvature based shape 
representation technique for planar curves 

 Mumford et al. : conformal approach for simple closed curve 
(captured subtle variability of shapes up to scaling and 
translation) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Signature by Conformal Welding 
 

 Shape Signature for MC shapes:  (Lui & Gu 2011) 

 Conformal welding (Diffeomorphisms of the unit circles) +  

 Conformal modules (radii and centers) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Signature by Conformal Welding 



 

Signature by Conformal Welding 



 

Why is it a complete shape representation? 

Answer: Given a shape signature, we can reconstruct a unique shape! 

Our shape signature is really a FINGERPRINT for 2D MC shapes! 

Reconstruction Scheme from shape signature 

Idea: Conformal welding 

? 

Goal: Find the map F from disk to disk 

(such that inner circles maps to  

  the desired shapes) 

Method: 

 Glue the circle domains using  

the shape signatures (circle to circle diff) 



 

Reconstruction from Shape Signature 



Conclusion 

  

 

 Discrete analogue of Quasi-conformal Geometry 

can be defined on discrete mesh 

 More applications on Quasi-conformal geometry in 

Medical Imaging and computer graphics are 

presented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THANK YOU! 

 

 

 

 

 


